
Bike Ambulance launched by CRPF in Jharkhand 

 

Life is precious. It’s the most superior craft of almighty on the planet Earth. It’s a 

gift. It must be cherished and valued. Not only is our own individual life 

paramount, humanity in general must be cared and protected. We, the Man in 

Uniform, are trained to kill. Either we live or they live. Simple it may sound; it is in 

fact the exact reverse in reality. Nevertheless, we fight, we struggle and we live 

to see another day. It is satisfying. Indeed. 

 

This joy of battling and surviving is an enchantingly mystifying experience. But 

there are things much deeper and more pristine when you adorn Uniform and 

venture in the hinterland of your Motherland. Treacherous terrain, inhospitable 

topography, uncongenial weather, deplorable connectivity, administratively 

inaccessible and medically obscure. You are greeted by your Countryman living 

in these petrifying circumstances. A normal seeming innocuous fever or infection 

has the ability to transform into a fatal entity here. This cannot be and should not 

be a normal discourse right in front of our eyes, who have sworn to protect the 

Country and Countryman till our last breath. Something was required to be done. 

Something urgent, immediate and radical. Yeah, we frequently organize medical 

camps and distribute medicines in remotest of the regions, but sometimes the 

situation is so precarious that hospitalization is the only life saver. Evacuation 

through regular ambulance has imminent limitations. Locked landscapes of 

Jharkhand and looming security threat is a massive hindrance. It can’t penetrate 

beyond a point. 

 

This is when the need of restructuring Bike into an ambulance originated. Since 

bike is a freely traversing robust vehicle, which can easily maneuver through 

majority of the routes, a routine model was ingenuously modified by Jharkhand 

Sector CRPF. A foldable canopy has been attached over the rear seat to provide 

head cover for the patient who shall be carried as pillion rider. It is eclectically 

designed, ensuring distinct emphasis on back rest, hand rest, foot rest having 

grip and seat extension to suit any patient be Conscious, Semi or Unconscious. 

A pair of seat belts can be fastened around the patient to keep the individual 

steady and comfortable. A First Aid Box with general medicines is placed behind 

to cater for en route exigency. It has also been provided with specially designed 

beacon light and hooter. 

 

 



Fortunate having launched this yeoman service in the presence of thousands of 

villagers, CRPF and Police Officers on 30.10.2018 at the Matlong Camp of 133 

Battalion CRPF in Latehar district of Jharkhand. We hope, this specifically 

designed Bike Ambulance shall come handy in Saving Lives of Tribals who are in 

dire medical exigency. We further plan to extend it at other remote locations of 

CRPF in Jharkhand. 
 

We are not doctors in white apron who actually save lives. We are just the simple 

men in Khaki being a medium of saving lives. This is not an engineering marvel. 

This is just an attempt to think out of the box to help the people in need. 

 

As mentioned earlier, being a uniformed soldier, there are things much deeper 

than Surviving and Killing. It is this. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


